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BLAIRS BLOCK

- Gold workings
- Farm Settlement Boundary
- Single RB pole beach outliner
- Transfer to Lands & Survey
- Gold mining tunnel
- Mollay's lookout
- Kotuku-Natson Peak Track (approx)
- Gold sluicing race
- Recent gold workings
- Farm Settlement Boundary
- Recently installed fences
- Recently installed, approx. position only
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- Bushcrop & Vardo

Recommended fencing

Safety:
- gold sluicing race

Other:
- Gold mining tunnel
- Mollay's lookout
- Kotuku-Natson Peak Track (approx)
- Farm Settlement Boundary
- Transfer to Lands & Survey
- Single RB pole beach outliner
- Gold workings
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- Arnold R.I. Scenic Reserve
- Arno R.I. Power Station
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Recently installed fences
Shrublands wholly or partially cleared